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PREFACE

'Supported by a vant from the Yocational Education\Research Program of

the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U.S. Office of Education,

the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development designed,

developed, and pilot-tested a personnel development program aimed at improving

the competence of4instructional leaders in planning and implementing curricula

in generic work skills.

This project used a research curriculum called INTERACTION, which was de-

veloped by the Far West Laboratory in 1975, as a foundation for the personnel

development program. The INTERACTION curriculum was designed to help high

school students to learn cooperative group interaction skills in small task-

oriented groups, in order to prepare them to make healthy adjustments to the

requirements of most job settings.

The research curriculum facilitates the development of competence in:

(1) communicating effectively; (2) identifying and utilizing group resources;

(3) resolving conflicts; (4) planning to accomplish and to carry out tasks;

(5) evaluating indvidual and group performance; (6) sharing leadership/member-

4

tithip responsibilities; (7) making group decisions; and (8) cooperating with

group members.

The curriculum was pilot-tested in urban, suburban, and rural settings;

in large and small schools; with academically motivated students and with under-

achievers; and in vocational, experimental, and academic classes. Pilot test

findings clearly indicated that in all.settings the value and effectiveness

of tne curriculum is greatly enhanced: (1) if the teacher has had previous

INTERACTION and the Effects of Learned Leadei'ship/Membership Skills on Work

Performance: Final Report (San Francisco, CA: Far West Laboratory for Educa-

tional Research and Deiiiiipment, 1975).



training in generic work skills, and (2) if the teacher is competent in plan-

ning and imp nting curricula in generic work skills.

The Instructional seadership Development program responded to the need

outlined above. Accordingly, the project staff at the Far West Laboratory:

designed a model of, and specifications for, a professional develop-
ment program for Instructional Leadership in Generic Work Skills cur-
riculum planning, implementation, and evaluation;

developed training materials and procedures (based on the model)
that enable educators to acquire competence in the planning, ft-,
plementation, and evaluation of curricula and instructional pro-
grams in generic work skills; and

pilot tested the program in a variety of professional development
settings.

The products developed by the project include: an Orientation Guide;

A Model for an Instructional Leadership Development Program in Generic Work

Skills Curriculum; Foundations, a curriculum content module; Curriculum

Planning, Implementation, and Evaluation, a curriculum management module; and

a Final Report.

An essential aspectef the project was the involvement of educationsl

practitioners in.the research and development process. This was accomplished

through cooperative arrangements with institutes of higher education and

participating school districts.

In this document we present one of the two instructional modules that

can be used as a resource in implaienting an Instructional Leadership Develop-

ment program.
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INTRODUCTION

4

The purpose of the Instructional Leadership Development (ILD) P-ogram in

Generic Work Skills (GWS) Curriculum is to assist educatorsprimarily vocatiorll

educators--in planning, implementing, and managing generic work sicAls curri;

ula and instruction. The ILD program may be used by small groups of educators

in a self-directive mode or as part of an inservice/preservice professional de-

velopment program.

The complete set of program resources includes:

Orientation Guide - designed to introduce the program;

A Model for an Instructional Leadership'Development Program in

Generic Work Skills Curriculum - a description of the training

program;

Instructional Leadership Development Module #1: Foundations - a vo-

.fessional development module that provides teachersria-7Egi basic

theories and knowledge upon which the concept of a generic work skills

curriculum was developed;

Instructional Leadership Development Module #2: CUrriculum Plannin,

Implementation, and Evaluation - a professional development module on

how to plan, implement, and evaluate a generic work skills curriculum;

and

INTERACTION - a cooperative group interaction skills (generic work
skills) curriculum for students. (explained next)

The INTERACTION curriculum was designed by the Far West Laboratory in

1975 for use by high school students in learning how to interact effectively

and act cooperatively in small, task-oriented groups. Because the skills are

not content-bound and are almost universally required at the work place, they

are also called generic work skills. It is assumed that the user of the two

p-ofessional development modules has studied INTERACTION. Furthermore, it is

assumed that the user of this module (Module 2) has completed the first module.

-v-
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP
DEVELOP1ENT PROGRAM MODEL AND*THIS MODULE

Section VI of A Model for an Instructional leAdershiP Deolopmentproaran

in Generic Work.Skills Curriculum sets forth specifications for instructional

resource materials for Generic Work Skills (GWS) curriculum management.

From any set of clericulum specifications, a number of alternative in-

structional/training programs can be developed. The module presented here was

derived from the curriculum specifications, but it only exemplifies and partly

represents those specifications; it does not fully implement them.

Furthermore, the module in its present state should be considered to be

a first cut--pilot form--of an instructional resource material to be used in

an Instructional Leadership Development Program in Generic Work Skills. It

invites further "try-out" testing and revisibn based on that testing.



MODULE OVERVIEW.

The purpose of the Implementation and Managementimodule is 11) to,provide
A'

'you with guidelines and a framework for impleMenting a generic work skills cur-

. , .

riculum into your classroom curricula or eddtational program; (2) to help 'You

acquire the instructional management skills needed to teach generic work skills;

and (3) to help you adapt the curriculum to the needs and constraints of your'

situation. As a result of completing this module, you will be able to:

identify ways to use generic work skills in a classroom curriculum or

educational program;

decide how to use the generic work skills curriculum and materials;

develop an impl'ementation plan;

develop introductory materials and activities;

introduce generic work skills to a group;

assess individual and group skill levels or readiness for generic work

skills training;

develop group tasks;

facilitate and coordinate activities;

evaluate group procedures and outcomes;

Figure 1 is a map of the content and objectives of this module. It depicts the

content flow and the relationships between content and objectives.

There a. three major sections to the module: 1) CURRICULUM PLANNING;*

2) CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTATION; and 3) INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEkENT. Each section is

organized so that first you are provided with guidelines and a framework for

planning, implementing, and managing a generic work skills curriculum, and then

you are asked to apply those guidelines. At the end of the module you are asked

to evaluate your experience. You are also asked to reassess your own skills and

the skills of the group in each of the eight competencies at the conclusion of



ME&

module activities.

.rodule 2, which builds on the information and exercises in Module 1,

assumes.that:

1. the INTERACTION curriculum was'reviewed.

2. a Planning and Implementation Group has been formed to prepare an im-
plementation plan and to adapt the generic work skills curriculum to
your school program;

3. each member of the group has completed the first module.

If so, you are ready to begin. If not, complete the above steps not yet accom-*

plished.



GUIDE

CURRICULUK PLANNING

Using the Generic Work Skills
Curriculum:

o Curriculum Approach
Teacher Role
Classroom Structure and
Facilities

Ada tifl Generic Work Skills!

I

CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTATION

[IntroduCing Gentric Work Skills to
Students .

tEsthblishing Group*

FLevee'ssing Individual and Group Skill

ls

INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

Fi;)opilLyasks for Groups N

Facilitating and Coordinating Group I

A i les

Evaluating Procedures and Outcome I .

APPLICATION

IIdentify ways to use Generic
Work Skills in a class.cur-
riculum or educational pro-
gram

Work Skills
Decide how to use the Generic'

11,

Develo an im lementation plan

lir

Develop introductory materialsf
and activities

Introduce Generic Work scjiii79
group*

Assess individual and group skill
levels*

..kDevelop tas iks

Facilitate and coordinate activ-
ities

Evaluate group procedures and
outcomes

Simulated activities. Figure 1:

MODULE CONTENT AND OBJECTIVES



KEY TERMS

Instructional 7,eadership nevelopment (ZlO): refers to the professional
3iveibpment of educational personnel who are (or might be) involved
in planning, designing, implementing, managing, and evaluating
instructional/learning experiences in the domain of generic work
skills.

Generic Wor!,. Skills XWS): refers to one set of skills in the generic
work skills dothiliiTiiiiiTy ',nose skills that facilitate the operation
of goal-oriented groups involved in the accomplishment of specific
tasks that require cooperative interaction among members of the group.

4

!Wel: (a) an abstract representation of reality, or (1) an organized
expression of a mental image. This image can be described, depicted,
or otherwise displayed. Such a description can then be used to make
the model real. In this work, the term model is used in the sense of
a mental image--the image of an Instructional Leadership Development
program in Generic Work Skills. The model document also outlines
specifications for the components of the proyram and for the relation-
ships among the various components. The model and specifications
became the basis upon which a training program was developed and
adapted to fit into a variety of institutional setting? and implementa-
tion modes.

Curricuium Content Module: an instructional resours:e ...\be used in.

implementing an Instrualbnal Leadership Development program in Generic
Work Skills that introduces: (a) the knowledge base for generic work
skills; (b) a description of the content that can be used to introduce
generic work skills curriculum and instruction; and (c) the specifica-
tion of generic work skills competencies.

Curriculum Management Module: an instructional resource that can be
used to implement an Instructional Leadership Development program in
Generic Work Skills that introduces anaangements and procedures for
the purposing, planning, implementing, and evaluating of generic work
skills curriculum and instruction.

-x-



CURRICULUM PLANNING GUIDE

CURRICULUM PLANNING

Implementing generic work skills in the classroom entails de-

veloping an instructional strategy somewhat different from that

generAlly in use in most schools. It requires the formation of

small groups to carry out specific tasks. It means infusing the

INTERACTION activities into your course curriculum and identify-

ing tasks that will achieve your curriculum goals and that are

suitable for completion by small groups.

Eery school and each program and curriculum within the

school has its own design, course content, and instructional ap-

prcach. How the generic work skills curriculum will be used and

the extent to which it will be used in schools and educational

programs will vary. The purpose of this section of the module

is to provide you with guidelines and suggestions for ho* you

might use the curriculum in your school. You will have to de-

cide which curriculum approach to LAP, what adaptations must be

made, and what additional materials, if any, ought to be developed.

As a result of completing this section of the module you will:

identify ways to use generic work skills in a class

curriculum or educational program;

decide how to use generic work skills in your school; and

develop an implementation plan.

USING THE
THE GENERII
WORK SKILL7_

CURRICULUM



CURRICULUM PLANNING - GUIDE

USING THE GENERIC WORK SKILLS CURRICULUM

The generic work skills curriculum can be introduced into the

USING Tr7
GENERIC
WORK SKILLS
CURRICULUM

regular school curriculum in one of two ways:

1. it can be used as the basis of an elective course; or

2. generic work skills activities and instructional strategies
can be adapted to and infused with some other subject mat-
ter, such as social studies, or, r.Ae appropriately, career
or vocational education classes.

In planning how to use the generic work skills curriculum in

your school, consider the adjustments that must be made in the

teacher role and in classroom structure and facilities. Each of

these issu?s--curriculum approach, teacher role, and classroom

scructure and facilities, is addressed separately on the follow-

ing pages.

Curriculum Approach

In planning your curriculum approach, you should consider

several factors, including the degree of competence the students

possess in generic work skills, the content and goals that must

be addressed by the class, and any constraints that must be taken

into consideration. At the time you are planning a curriculum,

you will not be able to assess the individual skill levels of

students in the eight competencies; but you should be able to

estimate general skill levels Insed on your prior experience.

(See page 24 for a discussion on the assessment of individual

and group skill levels.) The following questions about course

content and goals and constraints should be answered when decid-

ing which curriculum approach to use.



CURRICULUM PLANNING GUIDE

1. Content and Goals

Can the established course goals readii) Je achieved

through small group work?

If not, can the goals be modified?

What proportion of the required class curriculum can be

accomplished through smali group.work?

2. Constraints

Can classroom space be adapted to small group work?

Will classes in adjoining rooms be disturbed by a

somewhat noisier neighbor?

Generic Work Skills as an Elective. Generic work skills can

be taught as a separate, elective course or in conjunction with an

extracurricular activity such as student government, the school

yearbook, athletic clubs, interest clubs (e.g., ecology, future

teachers), the student nz;..-naper, and drama productions.

For example, one field test site for the generic work skills

curriculum was a leadership class for student body officers at 4

high school in a northern California school district. This class

decided to complete the modules on communication, conflict re-

solution, planning, and cooperation in order to learn skills to help

them plan and lead student body activities, programs, and projects.

A major project of the class was the production of the school's

awards assembly.

The advantage to this approach is that after students have

mastered the rudiments of generic work skills they can practice

and improve their competencies in activities in which they have

already expressed a strong intcrest. The drawbacks stem from

potential scheduling, crediting, and attendance problems.

-3-
1

USING THE

GENERIC
WORK SKILLS
CURRICULUM



CURRICULUM PLANNING GUIDE

Scheduling problems are likely to arise if the class is taught

USING THE
GENERIC in conjunction with an extracurricular activity, because it will
WORK SKILLS
CURRICULUM impose extra after-school time burdens on students. If students

do not perceive the usefulness of the class to their extracur-

ricular interests, attendance problems may result. Credit for

participation may stimulate attendance; however, declining en-

rollments and other budget constraints will likely preclude the

addition of a new elective.

Generic Work Skills as Part of an Existing Class. The al-

ternative to teaching generic work skills as a separate elective

course is to incorporate portions of the curriculum into that

of an another class, e.g., a work experience related instruction

class, a vocational education course (shop, auto body, mechanics),

or a business class. Although only portions of INTERACTION could

be included in the curriculum of such classes because of the con-

straint of time, the instructional strategies, class structure,

and concepts can be used very effectively as an instructional

methodology.

For example, an innovative, career-orientd high school in

northern Califor , used the INTERACTION modules on communication,

conflict resolution, planning, and evaluation as the primary

content in a business management course. Students were respon-

sible for evdluating various stuent enterprises at the school,

such as the food service concession. They used generic work

skills they learned in the class to evaluate and recommend im-

provements in these enterprises. They also organized a Student

-4-
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Loan Company, which continued to operate successfully throughout

the following semester. Other classes in which generic work

skills content and instructional strategies have been infused suc-

cessfully within standard subject matter, include a U.S. history

class in a high school in coastal Oregon, and a sales class in a

central California high school.

It is advisable to devote time to teaching the eight compe-

tencies that make up the generic work skills curriculum prior to

asking students to work in small groups in order to learn the

course material. The activities in INTERACTION can be used as

they appear in the book; they ( In be supplemented with other simi-

lar activities; or they can be adapted to the course content.

% [see Adapting Generic Work Skills (page 10) for further guide-

lines on adapting the curriculum to specific course contents.]

It may be helpful to use at least some portion of INTERACTION as a

means of assessing individual and group skill levels in the com-

petencies, to help students acquire enough skill in competencies

to work in sg01 groups on course material, and to help students

understand the pu'pose of generic work skills.

When planning to incorporate generic work sktlls into your

curriculum you will need to: (1) identify curriculum goals that

can be attained by cooperative group activity; (2) devise useful

contexts that involve a specific task; and (3) select appropriate

strategies for conveying generic work skills. Such strategies

include:

USING THE
GENERIC
WORK SKILLS
CURRICULUM
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instructional approaches;

learning activities (e.g., case studies, field trips,
interviews, demonstrations, role-plays, simulations);

inquiry methods; and

value analysis and clarification exercises.

In planning your curriculum you will also have to analyze and al-

locate the resources available to you and your students for achiev-

ing the course objectives. Methods of developing tasks that will

enable students to accomplish curriculum goals and objectives are

discussed beginning on page 36.

Teacher Role

This module assumes that the person who adapts the generic

work skills curriculum to local needs and constraints and who

plans its implementation, will also teach it. Thus the role of

the teacher will incorporate the functions of:

group leader (since the teacher will form a group to help
him or her);

curriculum designer;

curriculum planner;

teacher;

learning facilitator and coordinator;

instructional manager.

These roles are not unique to generic work skills, nor are they

new to movA teachers. For planning purposes, however, you should

be aware of the variety of functions you will need.to fulfill,
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with assistance from the Planning and Implementation 6roup you have

JP
formed.

Using small groups as an instructional method alters the role

of the teacher by involving the students to a greater degree in

the planning and selection of learning activities. The aim of

generic w 'lc skills is to allow each group as much autonomy as is

possible and appropriate to its capabilities. Therefore, the

teacher becomes more of a learning facilitator and coordinator than

an instructor or conveyor of specific information. Remember, how-

ever, that in order for the groups to be able to work together

effectively, they must have some instruction in generic work skills

first. That is, yoJ must teach them what generic work skills are

and how they can be used by going through some of the exercises in

INTERACTION (or comparable ones of your own) until they are suf-

ficiently competent to apply their skills to tasks more germane to

the course content.

An adjustment that students and teachers must make to the

generic work skills curriculum approach is in the changes in roles

it requi.es:

Teachers become instructional managers as well as designers

and implementers.

Teachers becoue partners and major stockholders in a learn-

ing corporation.

Students are responsible for the products of other students,

since the products of each group member affect all other

group members.

USING THE
GENERIC
WORK SKILLS
CURRJCULUM



.1) Students become members of the ledrning corporation, and
USING THE are thereore responsible for corporate nenagement of
GENERIC scarce resources such as time, information, and talent.
WORK SKILLS
CURRICULUM o Students are made aware of the need for help from other

persons if the job is for a single individual.

Students become aware of the necessity of sharing as a
prerequisite for sufficient understanding.

Classroom Structure and Facilities

Some changes must be made in the structure of the classroom

for students to be able to work in small groups. If the classroom

consists of desks bolted to the floor, students could sit in

groups of four to six adjacent desks, with some students sitting

sideways whfTe they are workii,g together. If there are more desks

than students, empty ones can be used to separate the groups.

If the classroom is an amphitheatre-style lecture hall, a

similar method can be used so that the groups of students have as

much distance from one another as possible, so that they will not

disturb each other while working.

Noise level may prove to be a problem for adjacent classroom.

If so, it may be possible to use another room that is ibre isola-

ted from the rest of the classes. If not, students will have to

be reminded frequently to speak softly, so that conflicts with

other teachers will be avoided.



REVIEW/SUMMARY:
USING THE GENERIC WORK SKILLS CURRICULUM

Generic work skills can be An elective course
taught as: Part of an established course

Using a generic work skills curriceum-involves planning the cur-
riculum approach, modifying the teacher's role, and rearranging
the classroom structure and facilities.

When planning to incorporate
generic work skills iato an
existing class:

Identify curriculum goals ettain-
able by group effort

Dev'se useful contexts involving
spedfig tasks

Select appropriate strategies
for conveying generic work

4 skills
Analyze and allocate available

resources
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ADAPTING
GENERIC
WORK SKILLS

ADAPTING GENERIC WORK SKILLS

The activities in INTERACTION can, of course, be used as they

appear in the book. Generic work skills can be more naturally

presented, however, if they are adapted to course cont,nt and

goals. Adaptation of the curriculum to your course content will

help students perceive the relevance of generic work skills to the

subject matter of the class.

This section presents examples of how specific INTERACTION

activities and exercises can be adapted to vailous standard school

subjects. The examples have been chosen more or less at random

from the student activities in the eight competency modules. Many

of the activities are already apprc,riate for some classes. For

example, the communication module is suitable for language arts

classes. For_other classes, howefer, considerable adjustments may

be necessary. This section also offers guidelines for revising

your entire curriculum to fit the generic work skills instruction-

al approach by forming groups and developing and assigning tasks

that will enable students to Meet your course goals.
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Adapting INTERACTION Activities
ADAPTING

The basic procedure for adapting activities from INTERACTION GENERIC
WORK SKILLS

to your course is as follows:

1. Identify skill areas in which your scudents need instruc-
tion (these should correspond to assessed needs as dis-

cussed on pages 24-25, and should also relate to course
goals and objectives).

2. Turn to the INTERACTION module that addresses these
areas and select the activities you wish to use.

3. Analyze each activity, identifying the parts that are
generic (the actual group interactions such as discuss-

.. ing, deciding, ranking, outlining plans, etc.) and those
parts that present the context in which the skills are

used.

4. Using the given context presentation as a model, write
new instructions that feature examples and situations

appropriate to the course content.

Examples of INTERACTION activities that have been adapted to

various courses are included in Appendix A.

In addition to adapting INTERACTION activities to your course,

you will also need to identify a variety of tasks that small groups

could accomplish while at the same time accomplishing your course

curriculum goals.
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Adapting the generic work skills curriculum to your course
ADAPTING
GENERIC requires a shift from dealing with the class as a set of indivi-
WORK SKILLS

duals, to dealing with it as a set of groups, each ofwhose members

must work together in order for the group to accomplish the cou'rse

goals and objectives. This shift is achieved by giving the groups

respontibility for accomplishing course assignments that can be

divided into segments for different group members to accomplish.

Thus, each member of the group will be carrying out a different

task, and each task.will be necessary to accomplish the group's

assignment. The success of the group will depend on every member,

and group success will depend on members helping each other. This

learning structure makes the development of group assignments an

important step .16 implementing the generic work skills curriculum.

(The development of tasks is discussed on pages 36-40.) When re-

vis.inl your course to incorporate the teaching of generic work

skills and a group learning approach, be sure to consider the

following:1

Adapted from guidelines developed for and used by teachers who
participated in the pilot test of the ILDGWSP materials.
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Content. Should studeqs master existing course content

via a group approach orAan comparable (although somewhat

different) content be taught,through group projects? Will

it be possiblelo assign diffepent tasks to each group

.and.then have each grOup4nstruct the others-on their work?

Or will it be necessary for the groups to work on the saMe

tasks simultaneoUsly? 1 .

Performance. What are the minimum per4Jrmance standards
you expect..your students to meet? What criteria will you

uwfor their performance? Novi will:Jou,i5iiiTaie perfor-

mance into grades?

Task Analysis. What information must.all..studehts know as

a result of participating.in the courge? What kinds of
learning oAcomei can vary from student.to student? The

answers to these two questions will determine, by and
large, whether every group mustowork on,the same or simi-

lar tasks, or whether each group can carry out different

tasks that together comprise the total curricula. Tasks

need to be developed that will enable students to 4cquire

the information and skills that are considered cPntral and

critical to the cou-te. .

Time and Resource Analysis. How much time is available

to students for working in groups? How much time will be

needed to bring students' generic work skills to a level

necessary for them to be able to work well enough-in groups''

to learn the course material? Can the class ISe scheduled .

so that, if necessary, students can stay after class to

spend extra time working together? Can the tasks chosen

be accomplished during the regulorcl8ss period? Ate

necessary equipment, materials, and monetary resources
available for students to carry.out their tasks? If not,

have you considered how they can be obtained, ind have yeu

allowed time for obtaining them?

'a Population Analysis. What is the composition of your

class? Have students' skills and abilities been taken

into consideration in planning tasks? Have such factors
been considered in planning how groups will be formed and

in determining appropriate size and composition?..,...

-13-
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REVIEW/SUMMARY: ADAPTING GENERIC WORK SKILLS

Adapting generic work skills
tan entail:

Modifying activities in
INTERACTION to suit the
interests, needs, and course
area of your class

Revising your course curriculum
to incorporate the teaching of
generic work skills and the
use of a group approach to
learning

when revising a course curriculum, examine the course content for
potential learning activipes for groups; develop performanc.e
standards and criteria; analyze the curriculum for tasks suitable
T5F-65M5Tetion'by smali groups; evaluate available iTiiind other
resources needed.to accomOlish tasks; and ensure thirthe revised
curricuTum is suitable to your target population.

-14-
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PLAN YOUR CURRICULUM

Convene the Planning and Implementation Group you Coned

during the final activity in Mbdule 1 ("Form a Group ").

This 'group will plan the ctirriculum, participate in a simulated

implementation of it, and evaluate individual and group procedures

and outcomes. This first activity in Mbdule 2 has three parts:

1. Identify ways to use generic work skills in your school

-7as a separate elective class, as part of an extracurricular

activity, or as part of an existing course. Record the list of

alternatives the group develops. Beside each, identify its ad-

vantages and disadvantages, including specific information about

the needs and constraints of your local situation.

2. Decide how to use the generic work skills curriculum in

your school. Record the rationale for that decision, including

such information as teacher interest, admiliistrative support,

available resources, classroom structure and facilities, student

interest, scheduling problems, and adaptability of generic wcrk

skills to the content of courses considered for its implementa-

tion.

3. Develop an implementation plan. This plan should

include a list of tasks that must be accomplished, individual res-

ponsibilities within the group for accomplishing them, roles and

Ifunct ons of group members, and a deadline for the accomplishment

of each task. Include in the implementation plan individual
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responsibilities for evaluation (e.g., who will monitor proce-

dures, who will evaluate the development of small group tasks

from the course goals). The records that result from this acti-

vity will contribute to the final evaluation of the work of the

Planning and Implementation Group.
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CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTATION

Depending on the needs of the students, the first small group

activity in which they participate will be either an exercise from

the INTERACTION text, an adaptation of one, or a task aimed at the

achievement of the course curriculum goals (e.g., learn the en-

trance requirements of four careers). In any case, you will have

to introduce the concept of generic work skills and help students

form the groups in which they will work.

This section of the module is designed (1) to help you devel-

op introductory materials and activities for your generic work

skills curriculum approach; (2) to provide guidelines for estab-

lishing groups; and (3) to offer suggestions and guidance in asses-

sing ildividual and group skill levels. As a result of completing

this part of the module you will be able to:

1. develop introductory materials and activities for a
generic work skills curriculum;

2. introduce generic work skills to a group; and

3. assess individual and group skill levels.

INTRODUCING
GENERIC
WORK SKILLS
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INTRODUCING
GENERIC
WORK SKILLS

INTRODUCING GENERIC WORK SKILLS TO STUDENTS

Slightly different introductions to generic work skills are

necessary for students in an elective course than for students in

other classes in which generic work skills will be infused. In

the former case, the entire semester (or year) will be devoted to

the topic, giving you ample time to reinforce GWS competencies.

In the latter, generic work skills will be used as a process

rather than a content and in that way will play a seccndary role

to the course content that must be conveyed. In both cases, how-

ever, there are two types of information to communicate to stu-

dents: (1) iaformation about how the class will be structured and

organized; and (2) guidelines for group work.

Structuring the Class

Whether generic work skills are taught as a separate elective

course or incorporated into another course curriculum as an in-

structional approach, the single most important impact it will

have on the class will be on how the class is organized and struc-

tured. Therefore, it is very important that the students be given

information on the generic work skills instructional approach at

the very beginning of the class. Below are several points that

should be made.
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1. People learn things 4n a number of different ways:
INTRODUCING

by working independently, e.g., reading, constructing GENERIC

things, studying nature, conducting experiments; WORK SKILLS

by being given information in a passive group, e.g.,
watching a film, listening to a lecture, watching a
play or other performance; and

through group interaction, e.g., discussion groups,
problem-solving groups, and task-oriented groups.

2. A small group or team is one.of the basic units of hu-
man organization. The family group, the household, a
hunting party, a farm crew, an army platoon, a kitchen
staff, and a research team are all examples of this
basic unit--the most common arrangement for work situa-

tions.

3. Because of the importance of the ability to'work well in

small groups, and because of its effectiveness in accom-

plishing tasks, this class will be structured into small

groups for the entire semester.

Explain to students the method you have selected to form the

groups (see page 21) and discuss with them why you have selected

that method.

Guidelines for Group Work

Before students actually form groups and begin work, they

should be told the ground rules for working in small groups. These

include.

1. The teacher will present the basic task to be accom-
plished, derived from curriculum goals; thereafter she/
he will function primarily as a learning coordinator and

facilitator. The teacher will (a) help students decide
how to accomplish the task; (b) serve as a source of in-
formation, supplies, and advice as needed; (c) intervene

to help resolve conflicts and to solve problems when

necessary; and (d) help groups to stay on track in ac-

complishing their t sks.
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2. Every member of each group is needed to accomplish the
task. Students should remember that no two people are
dlike, and therefore each group member can contribute in
a different, but equally important %ay. When students
begin work on.their tasks, they may find it useful to
divide the work according to individual abilities. Stu-
dents often think of "resources" as raw materials, money,
and equipment. However, human beings are resources
and a group cannot afford to ignore or waste them.

3. When a group is working on a task, the job should be
more important than their feelings about each other. In

a work setting, people who may not like one another very
much have to learn to get along well enough to do their
job and to do it well. This is equally true in a class
that is organized into small groups.

-20-
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ESTABLISHING GROUPS

Tne process of dividing students in a class into small groups
ESTABLISHING

opens the door to competiti n and an "us versus them" feeling GROUPS

among group members. In schools where there are already tensions
.0

among various social, ethnic, or racial groups, the handling of

groups within a class must be done very carefully.

Students may seek to be in the same group because of ethnic

identity, neighborhood origin, or zocial status within the commu-

nity or school. Students who perceive themselves as having low

status may try to get into groups with the school leaders and may

be upset if they are'rejected. Groups that include two or three

merbers who are close friends are likely to foster power struggles,

hidden resentment, preferential treatmcit of some members, and un-

balanced communication within the group. For the preceding rea-

sons, and in order to help students learn to get along with a

variety of people, it is preferable that you assign students to

heterogeneous groups of five or seven members oach.

Groups of such size are large enough to provide a practical

group experience, yet small enough to allow the development of

close communication and group cohesion. Groups should contain odd
,

,

aumbers of members so that stalemates cannot occur.

Ideally each group should reflect a balance of articulate, out-

going individuals, with quiet, less verbal ones; a balance of male

and female students; students of various ethnic and racial back-

grounds; and those who have high achievement records together with'

-21-
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those whose scholastic records are lower. You may wish, however,
ESTABLISHING
GROUPS to let students select their own groups. Some researchers have

found that positive benefits accrue from allowing students to work

in groups of their own choice (Hallinan and Tuma, 1978; see Mbdule

1). If you decide to establish groups by student choice, tell the

students that nd group should be larger than seven members and that

each group should contain an odd number of students.

Before asking students to form small groups, study your class

carefully. You should be very sensitive to potential problems

arising from student choices and to hurt feelings that marresult

from rejection. Facilitate the yroup-forming process with tactful

suggestions. You my also find it helpful to explain the procedure

one day and to have students make their choices on another, in

order to give them time to think about their decisions. Be sure

to tell them that the groups are for the purpose of accomplishing

tasks, rather than socializing.

On the day that groups are to be established the room should ,

be sectioned off and designated in some manner. Tell students to

leave their present places and move to one of the destgnated sec-

tions (leaving their books where they are for the time being). If

too many people want to join a given group, they will have to

divide up and either start a n group or join different groups.

Remind students that they are gong to be working together, not
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engaging in social activities, so they should choose a group on the

)

basis of who would be useful co-workers as well as who their

friends are.

It will probably take considerable rearranging before every-

one is settled. If some students are reluctant to join a group,

or are not acceptable to existing groups, encourage them to join

together (even if there are only three of them). If only one or

two students are left over, find out which groups they would like

to join and negotiatf'with,those groups or find groups willing to

accept another member.

When social hostilities exist in the class, or when some

groups have baen required to include unpopular members, it may be

advisable to give them the opportunity to work tiirough seve41 of

the INTERACTION activities on communication and cooperation. All

Olt groups within the class should be managed in a cooperative,

rather than a competitive manner. Just as a task may be divided

among group members, all of whom must do their part to complete

it, a larger project may be divided among several groups, which

depend on each other to carry it out.

ESTABLISHING
GROUPS

.s
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ASSESYNG SKILL LEVELS
ASSESSING
SKILL
LEVELS When preparing to use generic work skills in your class, you

need to be able to judge how well students.work in small groups

beforc you assign them lengthy or invtilved projects. There are

` two ways you can do this: (1) you can haw% students complete soie

4,

Af the INTERACTION activities (as written or adapted to your curri-

culum) in their small groups; or (2) you can assign the groups

brief tasks that are limiied in scope.

The purpose of both the above approaches is to provide you

with an opportunity to observe your students.while they work in

small groups so that you can gain an "initial reading" of their

ability to work in cooperative task-oriented groups. You can then

structure your program to their ability level. If necessary,

you can have the students work through activities in each of the

eight competence areas. If not, you can have them work on those

competencies/with which they are having the most difficulty. You

may have one or two groups that do not need to spend additional

time working through the INTERACTION activities, but rather are

ready to begin larger assignments that are more directly related

to the class curriculum.

Use the checklist on the following pages as a monitoring

device. Completing it will help you to assess the skills of your

class groups. (The skills of individual students can be assessed

with the instruments that are included st the end of each section

of INTERACTION.) The checklist may also be helpful to you as an

-24-
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ongoing monitoring device for evaluating the effectiveness of each
ASSESSING

group and for identifying problem areas. The last section of this SKILL
LEVELS

module (Facilitating and Coordinating Group Activities) offers

suggestions and guidance for identifying problems and for helping

groups to solve their problems.

4
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CHECKLIST FOR ASSESSING GENERIC WORK SKILLS

Communicating

1. In class discussions, do students:

keep to the subject?

wait for others to finish before speaking?

listen and respond appropriately to what
others say?

CD

wait impatiently to state their own ideas? [:]

2., When students disagree, do they:

reject the idea entirely?

ofier constructive criticism?

r act strongly when their ideas are rejected?

3. Do s udents appear to be able to express their
feel'ngs honestly in front of one another?

Usin9 Restources

4. Canistudents suggest how to find needed
information?

5. Are students familiar with community resources:

location?

available services and information?

range of reso.rces available (e.g., social,
recreational, cultural, economdc, public
service, etc.)?
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CHECKLIST FOR ASSESSING
GENERIC WORK SKILLS (Continued)

Resolving Conflicts. YES NO

6. Do students confine their interactions to others:3
of the same social or ethnic group?

7. Is there peer pressure against academic

achievement? ED
8. Is the classroom atmosphere:

friendly

lively

alert

calm

hostile

subdued

apathetic

o tense

9. Are students unwilling to discuss certain

topics?

10. Can stUdents disagree without becoming hostile

or defensive?

Planning

11. When given a task, do students:

YES NO

horse 0 o stare into [:::) [:::1

around space

ask minor
questions

begin work
immediately

12. Can students devise a simple plan for their

activities in a given period of time? DO
13. Do students seem frustrated or confused by the

t4sk? 0
-27-
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CHECKLIST FOR ASSESSING
GENERIC WORK SKILLS (Continued)

Leading YES NO

14. Do students prefer: YES NO

s autocratic leaders laissez-

faire (:::) (:::)
democratic leaders :] (:::]

leaders

15. Does their preference for leadership style
change when the leader is a student rather EDthan a teacher?

16. Can students define leadership?

17. Are many class members "high participators"--
willing to answer questions, volunteer for
classroom jobs, etc.?

18. Are many class members "low participators"--
needing to be coaxed to speak up in class,
never volunteering, etc.?

19. Are one or two students more influential than
ne others, with class members paying the most rum] [:)
attention to them during discussions?

20. Are there several students to whom little
attention is paid, with class members looking
blank, fidgeting, or whispering when they .

speak?

Making Decisions and Solving Problems

21. Given a choice of activities, do most students
quickly make up their minds?

22. Are most students able to think through
problems and to describe them clearlyl 13

23. Do many students take care of theisr own clothes
and rooms, handle their own money, assume
responsibility for chores at home, or have

[2]part-time or odd jobs?

-28-
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CHECKLIST FOR ASSESSING
GENERIC WORK SKILLS (Continued)

24. Can students state their career goals?

25. Do students know what they want or need to do
after they complete high school in order to
pursue their goals (or to develop goals)?

Cooperating

26. Have many students ever worked in small groups
in a class before?

27. Of those who have worked in small groups, did
most enjoy it?

28. Are the majority of the students "loners?"

29. Are man of the students involved in ^xtra-
curricular group activities (e.g., drama
prodnctions, athletics, student body
government, interest groups?)

30. Do many students help one another with their
school work?

Evaluating

31. Do students jud:A one another
on.

YES NO

appearances? [:::]

o what they do?

the way they
speak?

athletic
ability?

what they 1:1
say?

where they
live?

-29-
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CHECKLIST FOR ASSESSING
GENERIC WORK SKILLS (Continued)

32. Do students offer:

constructive criticism?

suggestions for improving group performance?

Do



REVIEWSUMMARY: CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTATION

Students need to know: How the class will be structured
and organized

The guidelines for group work

p.

Groups may be formed: As heterogeneous units by teacher

assignment

By student selection

The ability of the students to work cooperatively in task-oriented

groups should be assessed first so that needed skills can be

developed through group activities.
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INTRODUCE YOUR CURRICULUM

There are two phases to this acLivi ty. In the first phase

you will develop the introductory materials and activities needed

to incorporate generic work skills into yo Irclass or educational

ntation Group (formed

r each member could

program. Members of the Planning and Imple

in the last activity of Module 1) can help; o

develop the materials needed for his or her ow

In the second phase of this activity, you

n class.

will form one or

more small groups to test your materials and to give ,ou an op-

portunity to practice forming groups, managing several groups at

the same time (if you are able to form more than one), monitoring

ssible, usegroup activities, and assessing group skills. If po

students in this sihJlation; otherwise, use school fa

and administrators.

Each member of the Planning and Implementation Grou

ulty, staff

p should

have a specific role to play in this activity. For example, one

member might form the groups, another observe the groups carrying

out their activities, another introduce generic work skills to the

groups, and another assess the generic work skills competence

the groups, using the Checklist (pages 26-30). Be prepared fo

of

the eventuality that you may be able to get only a few people t

participate in this simulation--enough for just one small group;

or that the ;imulation will have to be carried out within your

Planning and Implementation Group. In either case, folluw this

-32-
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INTRODUCE YOUR CURRICULUM (continued)

activity as closely as you can, given the circumstances.

While you are conducting this activity, you should try to

obtain the following information:

1. How did participants respond to the rncess of forming
groups? Did they understand why groups were being
formed? Were participants allowed to select their own

groups or wcte they assigned? If assigned, was there
any negative reaction to the assignments? If allowed

to choose, did any of the participants have difficulty
finding a group? Did the process seem to take an un-
usually long time to complete? Did you encounter lo-
gistical problems (e.g., not enough room for the groups
to work without disturbing each other; furniture or
other features of the room not conducive to small group
activities, etc.)?

2. How did the participants respond to the materials and
activities presented? Did they have trouble understand-

ing their purpose? Did the materials and activities
stimulate the kinds of discussions and other responses
you had intended? Were they too lengthy? Too short?

3. Did the participants seem to understand the concepts
underlying generic work skills? Did they ask a lot of

questions? Did they appear confused?

4. What problems arose? For example, did you find yourself
spending more time with one group than with another?
Were the participants able to work within the groups?
Were there any hostilities, conflicts of interest, or
disagreements within the groups? Were the groups apa-

thetic? Were any groups dominated by one or two mem-

bers?

5. What worked well? Did the participants show interest

in the activities and materials? Did they work well

together? Did members help one another? Were grovps

able to resolve conflicts by themselves? Were you able
to help them resolve conflicts?

More than one member of the Implementation and Planning Group

(IPG) should observe the groups to record the above kinds of

-33-
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INTRODUCE YOUR CURRICULUM (continued)

information. These observations should be reported to the IPG,

and their implications discussed. The information and conclusions

that result from the discussion will contribute to the final eval-

uation of the work of the Implementation and Planning Group.

-34- 4 ;
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INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPING
TASKS
FOR GROUPS

Since you will be working with your students in small groups

rather than as a set of individuals, management becomes much more

of a concern for you than usual. Once you have developed tasks

that lead to the curriculum goals of your class and the small

groups have begun working on those tasks, your primary function

will be to facilitate, coordinate, and manage their work. While

. the intention of the generic work skills approach is for the groups

to work as autonomously as possible, undoubtedly you will have to

intervene with different groups at various points to help the

groups function cooperatively in carnying out their tasks. You

also need to monitor each group's activities so that when it is

time for you to evaluate products, you can relate errors or inad-

equacies in the products to the way groups proceeded.

As a result of completing this section of the module you will:

1. develop tasks that will lead to your curriculum goes;

2. facilitate and coordinate activities with one or more
groups in a simulated setting; and

3. evaluate the procedures and outcomes of the Planning and
Implementation Group.
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DEVELOPING
TASKS
FOR GROUPS

DEVELOPING TASKS FOR GROUPS

The most important point to remember when developing tasks is

that each task must be divisible into subtasks, and it must be

clear that the task can be performed most efficiently by task-

oriented groups. For example, if the task assigned is to read

certain chapters in,a textbook, students will recognize that this

is essentially an tndividual activity, and they will wonder whY

they have to sit in a group to do it. Assignment of activities

that are seemingly unrelated to small group effort will inevitably

have a negative impact on the attitudes of students toward coop-

erative group learning.

In order to use the generic work skills approach to classroom

management You need to study the goals of your curriculum and

select methods of achieving them that are appropriate to small,

task-oriented groups. Figure 2 illustrates two examples of ways

in which curriculum goals can be structured for achievement by

groups of students. (Additional examples can i)e found in Appendix

B.)

Development of group tasks necessarily must take into consider-

ation the amount of time the tasks require for completion. When

developing tasks, pose the following questions:

1. How much time is needed to accomplish the task?

2. How often can the groups meet?

3. How frequently can you (nr other teachers) interact with
+ne class grwps?

-36-
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DEVELOPING
TASKS
FOR GROUPS

STUDENTS WILL OEM-
STRATE COMPETENCE IN

BASIC MATHEMATICAL
OPERATIONS INVOLVED
IN RUNNING A $MALL

BUSINESS.

Objectives

1. Balance a checkbook.

2. Prepare a budget of
operating expenses
for a one-sonth period.

3. Compute sales tax for

assorted items.

4. Figure interest to be

paid on a $SOO loan
at 4-1/2% over a
1-year period.

etC.

Tasks

o The oleos mitt wen a student
store in whioh *doh function
(e.g., saes, a/mounting, our-
°hoeing, inventory, adVertieing,
and sanagesant) mitt be handlod

by a di/Arent group. The ewes
mitt be authorised to borrom
stoney /roma bank in order to

begin barium'.

&oh grow mitt woke bimonthly
reports to at/ the other grows.
AMA grougmitt Nuaoh the others
the mathematic's/ skills needed

for ite she sous

group wit/ *amok how to oosputo
*also Mom, the amounting group
win tem* how to Warm a eh**.
book or ledpr, the semompr, group
vitt teaoh U.) to figure interest
on a S100 :AIM at Japer year f
one year, etc.

Weetives

STUDENTS WILL BECOME 1. List major businesses

FAMILIAR WITH JOB and industries in your

OPPORTUNITIES IN THEIR region.

OWN GEOGRAPHICAL AREA.
2. Describe the kinds of

jobs available in each.

3. Explain what kind of
training is needed
for these jobs.

IM
the *tame mitt put on a oareer
fair for the rest of the sohoot.
each grow mint* reeponeibte
for researohing a Job area, and
identifying omd obtaining infer-
nation,-illustratione, and poet

weaker..

Figure 2:

EXAMPLES OF GROUP TASKS DEVELOPED FROM

CURRICULUM GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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DEVELOPING
TASKS
NOR GROUPS

There is, of course, no point in assigning tasks that the students

will not be able to complete.

When planning tasks,for your class, you must also take into

consideration the resources that are available. It is not neces-

sary for you to be able to supply all the necessary resoirces. In

fact, part of the challenge to the students is in.their having to

discover where and how to obtain resources, rather than having

everything presented to them. Nonetheless, if you know that some

essential materials are unavailable or very expensive theoe is no

point in planning the task. Furthermore, the time students will

need to acquire necessary resources must be figured into the total

time estimated to complete the,task.

Students should be given the opportunity to help select tasks.

If they have a sense of "ownership" in what they are doing, they

will be more active and enthusiastic participants. Therefore, if

possible, offer them a choice among alternatives; or, if you have

the time and inclination, present them with the curriculum goals

the class must meet and involve them in the task development pro-

cess. Involving the students in this process necessitates that

the curriculum goals and objectives be stated very clearly and

precisely. You can either write them on the board or hand out

printed sheets. The groups can then devise tasks that will enable

them to achieve the required goals and objectives.

Whatever direction you decide to take--either assigning tasks,

allowing students to choose among several tasks, or involving
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students in the development of tasks--they may need considerable
DEgLOPING

guidance.at first. Be very specific about what the end result of TASKS
FOR GROUPS

the activity should be--e.g., a written report or plan, a physical

object such as a mural or meal, an event or series of events, etc.

If they have trouble identifying resources offer suggestions, ask

leading questions, and let them know what information you can pro-

vide as a resource. You may even want or need to suggest the kinds

of abilities students should look for in each other. If groups

still have trouble getting started, you can advise them on how tc

divide the task into more manageable subtasks



/REVIEW/SUMMARY: DENELOPING TASKS FOR GROUPS

t.

Each.task must be divisible ivito subtasks and must clearly be
efficiently performed by task-oriented groups.

When developing tasks,
consider:

Time needed thr completion

Available resources

Available time

Student sense of "ownership" of tasks ensures their active in-
volvement in completing them.
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FACILITATING AND COORDINATING GROUP ACTIVITIES

A group that has made a good start and is functioning well

has certain characteristics. After an initial period of compara-

tive inefficiency it becomes steadily more productive. It is

flexible., adapting and developing to meet changing needs; and it

has an internal cohesion thih keeps its members together. The

members have a positive sense of group identity without losing

their individuality, and the group as a whole is able to pnlvide

support and assistance to individual members. The whole Is more

than the sum of its parts. ./

Groups of ,people that are being formed can operate effec-

tively only if attention is given to maintainini them and to deal-

ling with problems that appear before they become serious enough/

to threaten group stability. To do this, someone mustsbe able to

recognize early warning signals and to diagnose their causq.
4

This will be done largely by you, the teather, Some of $16u'r

groups may develop sufficient maturity to maintain themselves;

however, most will need your leadership and assistance.

Problem Indicaibrs

There are several indicators of problems or potential prob-

lems you can watch for: signs that group members are having

trouble communicating, resolving conflints, using resources, co-

operating, making decisions, sharing leadership, and planning

-41 -
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FACILITATING
GROUP
ACTIVITIES

and evaluating their work. Some indicators of these problems are

as follows:

Apathy, expressed by frequent yawns, restlessness, tardi-
ness or absences, reluctance to assume responsibility,
readiness to adjourn.

Little evaluation of the possible consequences of deci-
sions reached, changing of topics, discussions that are
at cross purposes, inability to decide upon first steps,
and discussions that get side-tracked to less central
issues or tasks are all indicators of poor problem-solv-
ing, planning, and leadership skills.

Lack of consensus about decisions that were made, little
or no follow-through on decisions, unrealistic decisions,
members contending that the group's decision is irrelevant,
members competing to please the leader, and members feel-
ing that their ideas are ignored are signs of lack of co-
hesion, poor cooperation, and weak decision-making and
leadership skills within the group.

Consistent disagreement between two or three members, in-
ability to settle disputes or to reach accord, members
taking sides in disputes, and personal attacks by members
on each other indicate inadequate conflict resolution
skills within the group.

There is not always a clear-cut relationship between an indi-

cator of a problem and its source. For example, if two group

members disagree, the problem may be poor communication skills

rather than an inability to resolve the conflict--i.e., the mem-

bers may be iinabl to accurately communicate their ideas and view-
/

points t one another so that a conflict seem to exist wherP,

in fac .none does.

Interpersonal conflict is an inevitable part of group work,

regardless of the relative maturity of the members. You can help

groups to reduce the amount of conflict they experience by:
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developing tasks and subtasks that are challenging but not

beyond the scope of the group to achieve;

ensuring that the resources needed to accomplish tasks are

accessible to the group;

ascertaining that the groups understand what they are ex-
pected to accompoish and believe their goal(s) to be

worthwhile; and

monitoring the interpersonal relations and communications

within groups in order to help group members identify and

resolve interpersonal and communications problems.

The group should recognize that the problems of any individ-

ual mewber are potential sources of conflict for the entire group

and thus ought to be addressed and solved for the good of the

group. While resolution of group conflict must be an objective

for all task groups, it is not possible for eveny conflict to be

resolved; some differences of opinion must be left unresolved so

that the group can accomplish its tasks.

If the task appears to be overly difficult for the group--

i.e., if members feel there is not enough time, no suggestion

seems possible for practical reasons, group members express lack

of confidence in the group's skills, and each member has a dif-

ferent perception of what the groun is supposed to do--you may

need to do one or more of the following things:

Subdivide the task into smaller tasks.

Reexamine the assignment with regard to curriculum goals

and the capability of the students to determine whether

an alternative more in keeping with their skills ought

to be developed.

FACILITATING
GROUP
ACTIVITIES .
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If the task is suitable to curriculum goals and the skills

FACILITATING of the group, help the group begin by leading them through

GROUF a few of the INTERACTION activities until they are working

ACTIVITIES together well enough to tackle the as"gnment. For exam-

ple, if the problem stems from the gr. .p's inability to
decide how to begin, have it complee some of the activ-
ities on Planning or Using Resources, to give them prac-

tice. If students feel uneasy about the task but are not
able to verbalize why, try assigning activities from the
modules on Communication or Resolving Conflict, which are
directed toward helping students clarify their feelings.

Encouraging AutonomY

Placing students in work groups and asking them to devise'

their own methods for dealing with a task and to function indepen-

dently may elicit v,rious latent feelings toward leaders in gener-

al, am tvaerd you, the teacher, specifically. Some students may

rP'ent your authority and may consider this 3ituation an opportu-

nity to escape it. Since you are responsible for ensuring that the

group focuses on completing the task as well as for facilitating

the group's operaticn, you have to maintain some centrol. You

will have to judge how much latitude to allow the group for con-

trolling the behavior of such an individual and when to intervene.

At the other end of the spectrum are those students who are

dependent on an authority figure for direction and who feel

threatened by the expectation that they play a leadership role.

These students usually ask numerous questions at the beginning of

tne task and require frequent reassurance from you that they are

doing the right thing. Again, the group may be able to deal with

this or it nay require your assistant %.
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Some of the indicators that a group is mature, and therefore
FACILITATING

can function independently, include (1) balance in exchange of GROUP
ACTIVITIES

information by mmbers; (2) equity in contributions of members to

group efforts; and (3) flexibility in sharing leadership functions

among members. A well-balanced group is characterized by the;

ability to complete its taskA in an appropriate amount of time, by

its development of quality prOducts, and by the active involvement

of all its members. However, balance does not imply that every

member must contribute at the same or equal levels of participa-

tion or skill. Rather, balance connotes contribution in accor-

dance with each member's current skills and abilities and the de-

velopment of new ones as the task demands.

It is important that you specify tasks for student groups in

such a way that the members will be able to develop their skills

further. It is essential to harmonious operations that each mem-

ber feels that all the others are doing their share. A compara-

tively poor piece of work may be well-received by the group if it

knows that the student is working to the best of his or her abili-

ty; wharee -fiet.iiing a more skillful member has "just dashed off"

may be rek. ved poorly by the group if it believes the author

could have i4nne a better job.

One method of helping groups work independently is to ensure

that their members can work cooperatively. This can be done by:
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enabling each member to "own," i.e., to have an investment .."..***-

FACILITATING in, the group objective;
GROUP
ACTIVITIES providing all members with information and access to re-

sources relevant to the objective;

ensuring that each member can interpret (i.e., paraphrase)
communications from the other members; and

seeing that members treat one another with common courtesy.

Getting Started

Oftentimes the most difficult part of a task is just getting

started. This is as true for individual students working on a

classroom assignment as it is for task groups working toward an

objective. Any task can be accomplished in several ways. However,

not every way will meet the same criteria. For example, if the

task is to develop career exploration sites, how those sites are

developed and what sites are developed will depend on the criteria

the group (and the teacher) decide are important. Those criteria

could include such things as:

the number of sites;

the .areer fields represented by those sites;

the kinds of activities available to students at the sites;

$ the number of students who may participate at each site;

student interests and needs;

the time available to develop sites;

the distance of the sites from the school; and

the availability of public transportation, school buses,
and cars among the students.

-46- .1
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Thus, one of the first things the group musi do is to decide the
FACILITATING

criteria for accomplishment of tne task. You can help your groups GROUP
ACTIVITIES

get started by making sure they realize the significance of such

criteria for planning and for completing the task.

Once the group has established a hierarchy of criteria for

the accomplishment of its tasks, it is ready to analyze the re-

sources within the group to determine whether they are sufficient

or if they need to be supplemented with outside resources. The

group is ready to begin work when the members have shared their

knowledge on how to perform the task--i.e., information that is

needed to make decisions about the roles and responsibilities of

members. After the group has decided what to do, how to do it,

and in accordance with what criteria, it next must determdne how

to allocate its resources--time, equipment, consumable supplies,

and support services--in completing its task. If resources seem

adequate to enable the group to satisfy task criteria, the group

can decide whether or not it is ready to begin work on the task

itself.

One other thing to keep in mind is that resources may not be

as accessible as they seem. For example, the school librany may

not be accessible to some students because of conflicts beween

its hours of operation and class schedules or extracurricular

activities. Other students may not have the skills necessary to

use the library effertively. Try to avoid making plans that

ignore other demands on students' time. Sports schedules,

-47-
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FACILITATING
GROUP
ACTIVITIES

requirements of other classes, or the need to work after school

may interfere with the ability of a student to contribute to the

group, task. On the other hand, ta-.1( assignments should not be

so accommodating that students feel the work is unimportant or

unchallenging.

Stresses Faced by Groups

In student task groups several kinds of stress may occur that

threaten the balance of the group and test its maturity:

The information presented is too complex for the students

to grasp.

The group has insufficient resources to carry out the

task.

s The group is subjected to external distractions--e.g.,

shortened class periods, fire drills during work sessions.

As the group tries to deal with various stresses, leadership

should shift among those individuals who can best serve the group

at each point. Observation of groups that have developed into

functioning work units indicates that it may be difficult to tell

who is providing leadership at any given time. Yet if one inter-

views group members, they have no difficulty identifying the

leader for a certain task.

The concept of shared leadership is central to the functions

of group maintenanCe and growth, since stress may cause a group

to abandon its task temporarily while it strives to maintain its

integrity. Members in a mature group can share leadership because

they are aware of the abilities of each member, and because they
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can also recognize the kinds 0 stress they are confronted with.

Observation of imature task groups shows that they find it diffi-

cult to decide who should act as leader when stress occLes, partly

because they are inexperienced in recognLing just what is going

wrong. In order to provide guidance, you must be familiar with

the capabilities of students in relation to the group task. If

thc task is simple, a single leader will probubly be able to cope

with all the problems that arise; but if it is difficult, several

leaders will be required to meet the needs of the group.

Groups with the best chances for success are composed of

members who:

o have demonstrated an understanding of the task criteria;

have demonstrated an understanding of the resources to be
used;

can identify their own contributions to group decision; and

can identify at least one contribution made by every other
member to group decisions.

Providing Feedback

The followkhg guidelines are intended to help you facilitate

small group/i1Work and to provide students with feedback and advlce.

These guidelines are based on Johnson's (1972) characteristics of

helpful, non-threateninq comments.
2

Feedback should be focused

on:

2
Johnson, David W. Reaching Out: ILtgrorundliffesijiguas_sind_r
Self-Actualization, (Engletrood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc.),
1972.
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behavior ratherIthan the person;

FACILITATING
GROUP observations rather than inferences;

ACTIVITIES
descriptions rather than judgments;

behavioral standards according to a scale rather than in
%black or white termsi.e., low, medi' , or high partici-
pation rather than good or bad participation;

specific situations rather than generalities or abstrac-
tions (the more immediate the feedback the better, unless
the situation would embarass the 4idividual receiving the
feedback);

sharing ideas and information rather than on giving ad-
vice--i.e., telling a person what to do is giving advice,
while sharing ideas allows the person the opportunity to
make his or her own decision;

exploration of alternatives rather than on specific
answers or sdl. :ions that may be premature;

the value it will have for the receiver, not on the satis-
faction of the peruin making the comment;

the amount of information,the receiver can use reher than
on the amount you have to give;

s time and place (offering the right ideas and informaticn
at the right time And under the appropriate circum-
stances); and

what is said rather than why-it is said.

Si



REVIEW/SUMMARY: FACILITATING AND COORDINATING GROUP ACTIVITIES

Groups need to be maintained in order to function effectively.

Group maintenance entails: Identifying and solving problems
Developing group cohesion
Resolving conflicts
Helping members to acquire and to

use good communication, conflict
resolution, and decision-making
skills

The teacher should encourage each group to act autonomously as a
method for helping students to develop their generic work skills.

Help groups get started on their tasks by 'asking them to establish
performance criteria for task completion.

Afte. te group has decided what to do, how to do it, and in actor-
dance, with what criteria, it next must determine how to allocate
its res-urces--time, equipOent, consumable supplies, and support
serviceL,--for tompIeting its task.

Groups will undergo stress as they attempt to complete their tasks.
You may need to provide necessary leadership to them in dealing with
such stress. Ideally, however, each group should share the leader-
ship rule, in accordance with the differing abilities of its members
for dealing with stressful situations.

Provide constructive, non-threatening feedback to groups. Feedback
should be provided in a timely, problem-solving manner, and in a
quantity appropriate to the needs of the receiver.
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EVALUATING PROCEDURES AND OUTCOMES

EVALUATING
PROCEDURES You need to plan your evaluation at the same time that you are

AND
OUTCOMES planning the curriculum, so that evaluation is one component of

your instructional management program plan. Do not make the mis-

take of leaving evaluation until the end with the assumption that

by administering a test you will be able to obtain enough informa-

1111111=1111IM ME I

tion to make some judgments about the effectiveness of the curricu-

lum and your instructional strategies. You need to consider tw6

phases when planning your evaluation: (1) instructional procedures;

and (2) student learning outcomes.

Instructional Protedures

Your primary concern with regard to insttuctional procedures

is to ascertain whether you in fact did what, you planned to do and

how well your procedures worked. It is not necessary to use partic-

ularly complex or sophisticated methods for col*cting information.

It may be very helpful to enlist the Planning and Implementation

Group to assist with the data collection. For example, one or more

members of that group could observe your class in order to provide

you with feedback about the methods you use to manage the groups

and the apparent effectiveness of your methods. Some questions

you should consider are presented below, along with methods for

gthering the data to answer the questions.

What procedui.es were, in fact, followed? How effective
wore those procedures? Did the procedures differ markedly
frmm those planne4? tf so, why were the planned procedures
nm:
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A relatively simple method far recording information about

what was done and why is to keep a daily or weekly Journal

in which.you note the procedures you used, your percep-
tions regarding the impact of those procedures, and obser-

vations that caused youto stay with those procedures or

to change them, This approach can be supplemented with a
schedule of obJervations by a member of the Planning and

Implementation Croup or by some other teacher. If obser-

vations are us . .the observer should be given guidelines
regarding what to look for and should be instructed to
take ample notes that can later be typed in a form that

others can read and understand.

Did the composition of the student groups cause problems?

What were those problenn and how are they attributable to

group composition? Might other methods of ftrming group'

have avoided those problems' What methoda?

The use of a Journal should also yield some information on
questions regarding group size and composition. Inter-

views with students, or questionnaires for them to com-

plete can provide additional information.

Were the generic work skills of students accurately

assessed before tasks were asdignea? Were students given

sufficient time and opportunity to acquire needed skills

by working thrOugh INTERACTION modules or comparable skill-

building activities? Should other assessment methods or

instruments be usedt

This is another question area that could be partially

answered with a Journal. The Checklist for Assessing

Generic Work Skills (gages 26-10) can also be adminis-
tered several times during tne course to determine
whether changes in student skills can be detected by this

instrument. It may also be helpful to have someone else
observe your groups to assess students' skills,

were the tasks developed effectively? Did taslcs provide

students with sufficient challengr without being so dif-
iv,of thEit att,do»*et nntiad »n* *homy tf,11.8

°developed by the teacher alone, in coniunction with stu-

dents, or by the st4dents? Should there kave been more
teacher control or Abre student involvement in the devel-

opment of tasks? Why?

The journal and Ole student questionnaire (or interviews)

can address these questtons.

EVALUATING
PROCEDURES
AND
OUTCOMES
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A

Were the methods used to coordinate and facilitate the
EVALUATING groups effective? S ild there have been more guidance
PROCEDURES and control on the pc., of the teacher? Less? Why?
AND Should different metho,s ofintervening have been used?
OUTCOMES Why? What other methods might have been more effective?

Did the methods used result in the achievement of a degree
of indeiendence by the groups?

Observatiorl,the teacher's journal, and student question-
naires all contribyte information for anwering these
questions,

The above questions and the methods svggeste'd for gathering

data to answer them do not constitute a comprehensive list. How- .

ever, they do represent the major areas that should be included

in your plan for evaluating instructional procedui.es. As you can

see, some of.the data collection methods should be used on an on-

going basis throughout the term.(e.g., the journal); others can

be used only at specific times (e.g,, observations at beginning,

middle, and end of term; student questionnaires at end of term).

Remember that the more varied your methods of data collection, the

more reliable the findings .aat hold across the data. You will

also obtain slightly dIfferent kinds of information from different

data collection methods.

Student Learning Outcomes

Two facets of .student learning out6mes should be considered:

1.
the extent to which each student demonstrates growth; and

2. the extent to which the student groups become cohesive,
well-functioning units.

4,
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Individual Growth. 'T4 individual *growth' of students can be
EVALUATING

measured (11 by administering the eight competency assessment in- PROCEDURES
AND

A

struments (in Module 1) as pre/post measures; 'and (2) by periodic OUTCOMES

-4

quizzes or tests to measure the amount of content students have .

retained. These busic methoa for collecting sOdent outcome data

can be supplemented with students' perceptions of what they have

learned (as reported on the student questionnaire), and with your

own observations as recoi.ded in the journai. You can obtain some

highly informative data if you concentrate your observation of

individual 'students on a specific sample--e.g., one hAh achiever,

one low achiever, and two average achjevers--rather than trying

to observe every student. .Individual and group growth must be

placed in a context that describes the size.and composition of

the class, i.e., number of students, number.of groups, size of

groups, socioeconomic Dackground.of students, grade level of

students, standing of students in the school, race, sex, etc.

Group Growth. The extent to which each group has become a

cohesive, well7functioning unit can be measured (1) by your own

observations, recorded in your journal and on the Generic Work

Skills Assessment Record Sheet (Figure 3), used in conjunction with

the Checklist for Assessing Generic Work Skills, (2) by the qual-

ty of the products of each groun (based on your assessment

and on the assessment of the group producing the product); (3).by

observations of an outsider (e.g., a member of the Planning-and

Implementation Group); and (4) through the responses of students

to the questionnaire. Aggregations of individual growth will
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1

I.

EVALUATING
..- PROCEDURES

AND
OUTGDMES

044444

IP I

S.

A.

.4.

Figure 3:

GENERIC WORK SKILLS ASSESSMENTS
RECORD SHEET

INSTRUCTIONS:

During each observation per.iod record a "Y" (yes) or an "N" (no)
in each box for every member of the group on all competencies
observed. Use one sheet for ealh group observed. This record

\form must be used in conjunction with the "Checklist for Assess-
ing Generic Work Skills" on pages 2600 .

GROUP STUDENr

Competency
1

12345678 9 10

Communicating
1. a.

b.

C.

d.

.

3.

.

Using Resources
4.

5. a.

b.

Resolv'ng Conflicts

6.

7.
.

. a.

.b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

9.
.

0
...---..
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Figure 3 (continued)

GROUP STUDElT

Competency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Planniang

II. . IIIIII
b.

c.

d.

12..

13.

Leading
14. a.

b.

C.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Making Decisiogs and Solving
Problems
21.

22.

23.

24.

25. MI IIII

Cooperating
26.

_

III

27.

28.

29.

30. 11111 11 1
Evaluating
31. a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

3 . a.

b.
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provide some insformation about how well the groups are functioning.
3

EVALUATING
. PROCEDURES However, aggregations of individual scores aiv insufficient and

AND
OUTCOMES should be only one measure for assessing the development of generic

work skills by the groups.

The students themselves should be actively involved in evaluat-

ing individual and group growth: Their evaluations will also con-

tribute to the data you compile. Some of the methods the students

can use include:

O keeping records of group meetings by assigning that respon-
sibility to an individual member or rotating it among all
the members of the group;

assigning responsibility to one member, or rotating it
among the group, for observing the group several times

during the term to identify problems and difficulties of
group operation (you can help the students bv providing
them with some guidelines on what to look for);

evaluating the generic work skills of each member with the
eight competency instruments (Module 1)--eac:i student
should evaluate his or her own skills and also those of
every other member of the group;

evaluating the generic work skills of the group, using the
Checklist for Assessing Generic Work Skills (pages 26-30).

The stur nts must be informed that the purpose of evaluating indi-

vidual and group performance and ;P.oducts is to improve and to make

changes, not to castigate or embarass individuals. You, of course,

11.1. eM 1111. .

3
Studie- nave demonstrated that effective team and group learninc,
structures can increase individual gains in the skills and know-
ledge being taught. Several of these studies are reported in the
Fall, 1973 edition of the Journal of Research and Development in
Education (Vol. 12, No. 1, Fall, 1978, Athens, Georgia), which
addresses the topic, "Social Interdependence in the Classroom:
Cooperation, Competition, and Individualism."
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will need to help your students learn to offer one another construc-
EVALUATING

tive criticism when necessary and to praise, when it is due. It PROCEDURES
AND

may be useful to limit the student evaluation to evaluation of OUTCOMES

group processes and products and to ask them for only individual

evaluations of their own work.



REVIEW/SUMMARY: EVALUATING PROCEDURES AND OUTCOMES

I

Evaluate: Instructional procedures

Plan the evaluation when you plan the curriculum.

Student learning outcomes

Use a variety of data collection methods.

Assess the extent to which: Each student demonstrates growth

Student groups become cohesive,
well-functioning units

Involve students in assessing individual and group growth.
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DEVELOP TASKS AND EVALUATE PERFORMANCE

In this activity, the Planning and Implementation Group will:

develop tasks suitable for completion by small, task-
oriented groups that will enable students to achieve
curriculum goals and objectives; and

evaluate the performance of the Planning and
Implementation Group.

Developing Tasks. Develop a sample of tasks appropriate to the

curriculum approach that will be followed in implementing the generic

work skilis curriculum. If generic work skills will be taught as a

separate elective class, develop several tasks that could be complet-

ed as extracurricular activities of during class time. For each

task include:

the curriculum goals and objectives the task is
intended to meet;

the content group members art expected to master;

performance standards and criteria;

an analysis of the time and resources needed to
complete the task;

an analysis of the target population (this may have to
be very limited as you may not yet know the composi-
tion of the class that will be taking the course);

sample subtasks that could be carried out by individual
members of the group; and if necessary

a method for translating performance into irades.

If generic work skills will be infused into an existing course, also

include in the sample task statements describing how the tasks relate

to that curriculum. Decide whether every group must work on the
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DEVELOP TASKS AND EVALUATE PERFORMANCE (Continued)

same tasks or whether different groups could complete different but

complementary tasks; your sample tasks should reflect your decision.

Evaluate Performance. With the development of sample tasks for

use by students, you will haVe finished a major portion of the work

of adapting the generic work skills curriculum for use in your .

school. By this time the Planning and Implementation Group shoted

have:

decided how the generic work skills curriculum will be used;

developed a detailed implewentation plan, including evalu-

ation activities;

developed and tested introductory materials and activities;

practiced forming and working with one or mota :mall groups;

and

assessed individual. and group rwpetencies.

You have also gained considerable group experience by establishing and

running the Planning dnd Implementation broup. In order to evaluate

the work of that group thus far, the group will:

1. Complete the eight competency assessment instruments (in

Modulu 11 for ea: h member of the group (including him or

herself).

2 Conlpile and analyze the assessments for each membAr and

compare with the assessments completed earlier (Module 1,

HForm A Group").

3. Discuss the results of the assessments.

4. Review and analyze tile data collected as a result of the

tirst two activities in this Module ("Plan Your Curricu-

lum," page 15 and "Introduce your Curriculum," page.32).

-62-
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DEVELOP TASKS AND EVALUATE PERFORMANCE (Continued)

5. Discuss the problems, conflicts, decisions, and actions
taken by the group. Consider the processes followed and
the results of the group effort.

6. Arrive at a group consensus of the overall effectiveness
of the group.

7. Discuss Ate implications of the group's evaluation of its
effectiveness for implementation OT a generic wnrk skills
curriculum for students.

8. Make changes in the planned curriculum according to the
evaluation iesults.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLES OF INTERACTION

ACTIVITIES ADAPTED TO VARIOUS COURSES



In the examples that follow, the original activity from the INTERACTION

curriculum appears first. Our sample adaptations, along with explanatorY

notes, appear in italics on the facing nage.



IEXATLE 1 1

IGNORE ME

COMMUNICATING

Your teacher is about to place a label on your forehead. This means that

everyone but you will be able to read it. The label will tell the others in

your group how to treat you during the next activity. For example, if your

label says, "Ignore me," the others in your group will ignore everything you

say or do. The way you are treated will help you figure out what your label

says.

Once each member of the gi'oup has been labeled, work together to choose one

of the three situations below. Then try to complete the task which that

situation calls for. You have 20 minutes. During this time, remember to

treat the others according to the labels they are wearing.

1. You are a group of movie critics who have just been asked to name
the Ten Greatest Films ever made. Which films should you choose?
What makes those films great? Work together to write your list.
For each film, write at least one reason the group has chosen it
as one of the Ten Greatest. No film may be put on the list unless
a majority of the group members agree that it belongs there.

2. Your school is having a music festival. Mr. Dollars, a rich friend
of the school, has donated $10,000 so that you can invite some big
name performers to appear. The only catch is that Mr. Dollars has
to approve of whatever choices you make. Whom should you invite?
How much should you offer to pay each performer? How can you con-
vince Mr. Dollars that his money would be well spent? Discuss and
list tne answers to these questions.

3. You are a television news team. You are planning to put together
a big news special on the three most important events of the past
twelve months. Which three events should you choose? What makes
those events important? Discuss and write down the events you will
cover. For each event, list at least three reasons it is important.
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IEXAMPLE 1 1

IGNORE ME

Note: The instructions for the INTERACTION activity can be retained as they

are, no matter how the activity is adapted. The situations can then

be changed so that they are appropriate for specific classes, as the

following examples illustrate.

Situation 1. (adapted pr high school world literature class)

You are a group of literary critics who have just been asked
to name the Ten Greatest Books ever written. What books
should you choose? What makes those books great? Work

together to write your list. For each book, write at least
one ,leason the group has chosen it as qne of the Ten Greatest.
No book may be put on the list unleas a majority of the
group members agree that it belongs there..

Situation 2. (adapted for a junior high science class)

Your school is having a science fair. Mr. Dollars, a rich
friend of the school, has donated $10,000 so that you can
invite some noted scientists to speak to the group. The

only catch is that,,hh DolZars has to approve of whatever
choices you make. 'Whom shoutd you invite? !kw can you get
names and addresses of people who would be good speakers?
How much should you offer to pay them? How can you convince
Mr. Dollars that his money would be well spent? Discuss and

list the answers to these questions.
4.

Situation 3. (adapted for a high school civics class)

You are members of a commission which is to report to the
City Council on the three events which have had the ?Yost
effect on the community during the past year. Which three

events weluld you choose? What makes those events important?
Discuss and write down the events you will report on. For
each event, list at least three reasons it is important.



USING RESOURCES

IEXAMPLE 2 I

WHO SHOULD BE WHAT?

You are ehigh school newspanor team:. During the'next 20 minutes, sfudy the

six positions described below and decide which group member has the test re-

si.urces for each position. When you finish? everyone in the group should

have at least one position. Be ready to explain the reasons for each of your

choices.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF. Will be in charge of the newspaper. Will write tht

front page stories. Must be.very responstble. Must be aware uf

wnat's happening at school and in the community. Mot be able to

plan, organize, and carry out ideas. Must know how to deal with a

lot of people.

EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR. Will write opinions about important issues

at school and in the.community. Must be a good thinker. MUst have

the courage to stite opinions which may be unpopular. Must be

willing to explain or defend opinions which are attacked by students,

teachers, or members of the community.

SPORTS PAGE EDITOR. Will write stories and articles about sports..

events and sports people. Must be interested in many different .

kinds of sports. Must be actively involved in at least one Sport.

Must be able to keep track of what's happening in the sports world

at school. Must have tne. time to cover sports events after school

or on the weekeridt.

FEATURE PAGE EDITOR. Will write "human interest° stories. Must

be able to see the unusual in an ordinary, situation. Must-be

creative. Must be interested in people and their problems. Must

be willing to meet and talk with many different kinds'of people

in many different kinds ofhsituations.

CARTOONIST. Will draw cartoons and do whatever artwork is neces-

sary. Must be able to draw well. Must have a good Sense.of humor.

Must be able to work well with others.

ADVERTISING MANAGER. Will sell newspaper space to businesses and

other organization4 in the community. Must be able to present a

good image of the newspaper. Must be a good sales person. Must

:be willing to talk and meet with business people in the toninunity.

BUSINESS MANAGER. Will keep track of the newspaper's mone., matters.

Must be trustworthy. Must be able to work well with numbers. ..Must

be very responsible.



EXAti71

WHO SHOULD BE WHAT?
(adapted for a business math plass)

Your group is meeting to set up a student, bank. During the neXt 20 minutev,

study the seven positions described below and decide zlhich group member has
the beet resources for dach position. When you finieh, everyone in the group

should kave at least one position. Be ready to explain the reasons f'or each

of your chaices.

BANK PRESIDENT. Will be in charge of the bank and will make genenal

policy.. Must be very responsible. Must be aware of what is happening
in the school, the community, and nationally on the economic scene.
Mat be able to plan, organise, and carry out ideas. ftst know how

to deal with a lot of people.

ACCOUNTANT. Will be responsible for maintaining quality of Anancial
mInagement of the bank. Must be a good thinker and have the
patience to double-check the work of other people. that have the
courage to tell p3ople that they have made mistakes or that their

procedures could be improved. ftst be able to put accuracy above

personal considerations.

PERSMNPL MANAGER. Will be responsible for hiring and firing staff

members. Must understand what qualities others need to be good at

their jobs. Must be able to aet aZong with all kinds ofpeople,
and to help people work together. .

LOAN OFFICER. Will interview people seeking loans and make recommen-

dations on whether or not the loans should be granted. Must be inter-
ested in people and their problene, and able to Judge their sincerity.
ftst be willing to meet and talk with many.different kinds of veople
and to understand their situations and financial standing.

SECURITY GUARD. Will be on guard when money is actually present
in the office. Mat be alert, patient, able to deal with people
without losing temper. Mat know how to deal with potentiaZ
problems verbally, but be strong enough to physically remove

those who will not cooperate.

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER. Will prepare information about the bank

for the newspaper and other media. Must be able to pr-sent a good

ima:/c of the bank. Must be a good salesperson. Must willing

to talk and meet with school adMinistration.

TELLER. Will actually receive and dispense roney. Must be

truntworthy and accurate. Must have a pleasant manner and be

responsible.



IEXAMPLEimid

WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?

As a group, choose one of the following situations.

RESOLVING CONFLICTS

I. You are members of a dance committee. You have the job of plan-

ning a winter dance in the school gym. What should the theme

of the dance'be? What kinds of decorations should you use?
What kind of music should there be? How can ytu interest other

students in coming?

2. Littering has become a big problem in and around your school.
Another group tried to solve the problem by putting "Keep
Our School Clean" and "Don't Be A litt.-b " posters in dif-

,
ferent places around the school. But Iittring problem

just got worse. Your group has beer 6.,,ed tc, flan an imag-

inative campaign to inspire s*.tdents to stou littering.
What should you do?

3. The football team has lost every game so far thi: 54ason.
Hardly anyone goes to the own any more. fl.e football coach

has asked your group to do something--allything--tu get stude,ts
interested in the team again. What should you do?

1411111111111111

You will have 20 minutes to discuss what you, as a group, should do in the

sicuation you have chosen. Before you begin, however, your teacher will give

each member of the group a set of Secre' Instructions. The Secret Instructions

you receive %ill describe a character that you should be during this activity.

DO NOT TELL anyoae wtat part you havc received. J..t act it out and see what

happens.



EXAMPLE 3

WHAT'S THE' PROBLEM:

ladapted for social studies)

Ad a group, choose one of the following situations:

;. You are members of a currieulum committee. You have the job of

decifling what the topic for a new elective social studies class

should be. What'are the possibilities (history of a fc/reign

(Yountry, sociology, economies, law, etc.)? What resources

are available to contribute to it (natives of the country

in the community, local e:cperts, etc. )? HOW would the course

be organised? t

2, Your school has students from many ethnic groups. The community

is concerned about how students from difPrent groups get along

in the sch00% Your group has been asked to plan an imaginative

cs saign to teach students about the history and contributions

;$ ferent ethnic groups. What should you do?

3 . 5
It

dent government at your school is almost nonexistent.

It difficult to get anyone to run for effiee, and most of

the students do not bother to vote. The prineipai has asked

your group for help in getting people interested in participating

in student government again. What should you do?

The directirno at the bottom of this activity in the INTERACTION curric-

ulum, and the "secret instructions" that follow it, are applicable to

any content and do not reed to be adapted.



EXAMPLE 4

LET'S GO TO A MOVIE

IJOU thLY outr: The Munster from
Mars. Starrtng John hains, Sylvia Stu-
art, and Little Shirley Lee. Shows at
2 A46810. 25th 4 BroadWay
ASILLI You and Me. The greatest
love story ever to ld! Starring Ray
Kowalski and Sylvia Stuart. Shows at
2:30, 4, 5:30, 7, 8:30, ZO. 12th 4
Broadix
ORCHAP.J The Day Vincent Vanished.
mystery and intrigue with Prisoilla
Thompson and Frank Eastwood. Shows at
5114_7L10 6:45. 13th 4 Broadwa4
itl I Premriere showing: A laugh a

minute! The Carrot Farm. Starring
henry Finn and Little Shirley Lee.
Shows at 6, s, 10. 39th 4 .foadway____
ROXICI Monsieur-iiiTiil et Le Monde.
With Claude Deneuve and Jacques St.
Jacques. Ahglish subtitles. Shows at
5:40 7:10 8:50. 17th 4 Rroa, i
A' he Mystery o the h pwrec e.

ip. A baffling vhodunnit with Alice
Anelerson, Horace Morris, and Oustav
loanderbeck. Shows at 3:30, 6, 8:30,
8. 9:30. 44th 4 Broadwau

PLANNING

Get ready to plan a trip t the movies.

As a group, you. will have 25 minutes to

work out a plan that will suit every-

one. Some questions you should try to

answer are: Which movie should we see?

What resources do we need? How can we

share the resources we have? How will

we each get to the theater? How will

we each get home?

Before yoj begin this activity, each

group member will receive a spef:ial set

of facts that will affect the way that

he or she must contribute to the plan. You will have 5 minutes to review the

facts that you receive. Do not show your fact sheet to anyone else in the

group.

i

1. Your school )s located at Oak and Broadway. 1st Avenue is one block away.
2P' Avenue is 2 blocks away, 3rd Avenue is 3 blocks away, and so on. It

.,14 12:00 noon. The group will be in school until 300.

TH1HGS TO CONSIDER

2. ILyou go by car, allow 10 minutes for finding a parking place. Add
jj min,ite for each block you must travel.

3. If_you go by bus, allot riflminutes for waiting at th bus stop. Add
rl liminute for each block you must travel. Bus fare one way is 50t.

.40

4. If you walk, allow 191 minutes for each block you must travel.

5. The price of admission at the Bijou is $1.00. At the Roxie, it is $3.00.
At the other four theaters, it is $2.00.
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EXAMPLE 4 I

LET'S GO TO A

Adapt.this activity for any subject area by substituting a field trip for

the trip to the movies. For a science class you might offer a choice of

museums. For an English class, a choice of plce.s or novies, etc. The

questions to be anowered will be approximately the scone. List the possible

choices, and be sure that each of them is located at one of the addresses

given in the THINGS TO CONSIDER box. Adjust prices of admission.

Adapt the fact sheet on the back of the page by substituting character tatice

of the choices you have offered. For instance, the first section can be the

same except for the sentence, "You have heard that 'The Carrot &owe is real-

ly good." For a science field trip you might substitute, "You have hecatd

that the M.iseum of Saience and Industry has a great exhibit on racing cars."

If possible, offer choices of activity that actually are available in your

conrrunity, and provide factual information about them.
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IEXAMPLE 5

THE JOB INTERVIEW

HELP WANTED

SALES PERSON. Must be reliable, trust-
worthy, friendly, able to deal with all

kinds of people. Previous sales exp.

helpful, but not nec. Part-time wkday

aft. & Sat. Prefer student. 821-4621.,0ssosimb

EVALUATING

A few blocks from school, there is a

small dime store where everything from

airplane models to stuffed zebras is

sold. The owner has been looking for

someone to help run the store from

3:30 PM to 5:30 PM weekdays and from 10:On AM to 5:00 PM Saturdays. The per-

son whu gets the job will have the responsibility of watching the store,

dealing with customers, and working the cash register. Since shoplifting

has been a big problem in the store, the person who is hired must also share

the responsibility of preventing thefts.

Three Things to Do

1. Your teacher will give three people in your group Secret Instuctions

for a role play. One person will play the part of the dime store owner.

The other two will play the parts of two people who have applied for the

job. Those who receive parts should study their Secret Instructions

carefully and try to put themselves in the rol. of the persons they *ill

play. Those who do not receive parts will be the evaluators. They should

watch carefully as the play takes nlace and make notes about what

happened. The play has a 15 minut. time limit. At the end of the play,

the evaluators will be asid to evaluate what happened.

2. The people who were the ,Auators will receive Secret Instructions for
another version of this sole play. The people who were the players will

become the evaluators. The play again has a 15 minute tl'ase limit. At

the end of the play, the evaluato.s will be asked to evaluate what

happened

3. As a group, evaluate the two role plays. Compare and contrast whai;

happened. Who got the job? Did that person most deserve the job? How

did the own4: reach a decision about who to hire?



EXAMPLES

THE JOB INTERVIEW

To a-i,21t. :br any suhject area, substitute for a dime store any other

kiNdof business relevant to the subject mattor of the class, as long ns it

invoi.v.s dealing with people and handling money. Possibilities include:

rbience: clerk for a Nature -tu4 supply store

junior lab assistant (job includes keeping track off:applies used)

En;Ilish: receptionist fbr a theater company (includes selling

souvenir programs)

Social Studies: tour guide at a St:te Historical Monument (includes

selling souvenirs)

fund raiser for a community service agency

Pkie:.?a; Education: clenk in a sports supply store

salesperson in a food concession at school athletic events

Ateh: situation is probably sufficiently appropriate as is.



APPENDIX B: OCAMPLES OF GROUP TASKS DEVELOPED

FROM CURRICULUM GOALS AND OBJECTIVES



Example 1.

Goal Objectives kat
STUDENTS WILL UNDER-
STAND THE MAJOR FACTORS
CONTRIBUTING TO THE
EXPANSION OF POPULATION
WESTWARD IN THE 19th
CENTURY.

1. Describe the economic
situation in New England
and the South after the
Civil War.

2. List the main events in
the California Gold Rush.

3. Analyze the political
pressures that led to the
passage of homesteading
legislation and the open-
ing of Indian territories
for settlement.

etc.

. Sash group vitt write
and present a ptey
about a New Engtoui
Amity in VW who
are deciding whether
or not to moue West
and where to PO.

Students vitt take
the roles of'COngress-
sun debating the open-
ing cl'Oaktakona
Territory. Sash
"Congressman" may mat
other membey, ofhis/
her group a. witness**.
AU group somber* will
do researoh to pre-
ps?. the 0486.

eta.
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Example 2.

STUDENTS WILL DEMON-
STRATE UNDERSTANDING
OF HOW THE CONCEPT OF
THE FOOD CHAIN-APPLIES-
TO ANIMALS AND MAN.

Objectives

1. Define "food chain."

2. Give 2 examples of
how pollution at one
point in a food chain
affects individuals at
another.

3. Trace the history of
a salmon from original
food source to the
table.

Tasks

Groups will set mp
***rimiest* to dAm-
onstrats the reZa-
tionahip batmen two
indirectly connected
mothers of a food
chain.

Groups WIZ prepare
posters alerting the
public to the dangers
of indiscriminate use
ofpesticides.



ts

Example 3.

Goal Objectives

STUDENTS WILL BE
ABLE TO EXPLAIN
THE MEANING Of
THE DICTUM - "THE
MEDIUM IS THE
MESSAGE."

3

1. Describe the origin of
the statement and ex-
plain Mauhan's
philosophY.

2. Explain the distin-
guishing characteristics
,of several availaltle media,
via print, cartoon,
poster, video, radio,
speaker, etc.

lasla

Prepare a program in
whiah, after an intro-
duction, the eame

mmeesage" io PrIummimil
via /word lands of
media. Stich proffer:La-

tiam will be prepared
by a different wor*
group, Ate: will later
LW a panel discussion
on the topic.
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